
MEETING FACILITATOR MEETING DATE AND TIME

ATTENDEES

ORIGINAL PROJECT GOAL 
State the project's scope of work and deliverables. 
Was the product delivered on time and to client satisfaction?

LESSONS LEARNED MEETING 
AGENDA TEMPLATE SAMPLE
PROJECT NAME

MEETING OBJECTIVES

TIMELINE 
Compare the initial schedule to the actual timeline. 
Were there events that impacted the schedule or client relationship?

BUDGET 
Did the outcome match the original cost goals?

https://bit.ly/3fgSBKv


WRAP-UP

What could've gone better?

ACTION ITEMS FOR FUTURE PROJECTS

What are the actions that we can implement now?

TEAM DISCUSSION

Did we get our desired results?

What went well?

What could we do differently next time?

Thank the team and, when ready, send out a meeting recap.



DISCLAIMER 

Any articles, templates, or information provided by Smartsheet on the website are for 
reference only. While we strive to keep the information up to date and correct, we 
make no representations or warranties of any kind, express or implied, about the 
completeness, accuracy, reliability, suitability, or availability with respect to the website 
or the information, articles, templates, or related graphics contained on the website. 
Any reliance you place on such information is therefore strictly at your own risk. 


	ATTENDEES: Michelle, Greg, Shaun, Jazz, Horte
	Did we get our desired resultsRow1: Yes! Training time and cost are down 20% from previous protocols, and our 6-month retention of new hires is up by 40%. Store managers report increased satisfaction with the quality of work from new hires, and they are spending less of their time on initial training and more on their other tasks.
	What went wellRow1: New hires report higher levels of comprehension of company protocol after the first two weeks than previous groups. Existing employees report higher levels of satisfaction with the quality of work from new hires under one month old. We are receiving fewer customer complaints of long lines and slow cashiers with the new protocol.
	What could ve gone betterRow1: We needed an additional trainer to complete the work of training new hires and incurred additional cost here. It took us a few weeks to nail down a training program that was both informative and effective. Some things we thought would be simple to train remotely are actually more effective to learn in the store environment.
	What could we do differently next timeRow1: We are outlining a project to build out a “training store” in our office so that the current program is more applicable and less theoretical. We will also involve the trainers in the creation of the training program as it evolves over time.
	What are the actions that we can implement nowRow1: Check-in often (weekly meetings) with current trainers and store managers and implement changes to the program on the fly. Create plans and establish a budget for training store build-out. Improve our hiring practices to prioritize new employees with experience in a similar retail environment.
	Thank the team and when ready send out a meeting recapRow1:  Liz is preparing meeting notes and will have a report ready to send by the end of the week.
	PROJECT NAME: New Hire Training Program Overhaul
	MEETING FACILITATOR: Liz
	MEETING DATE AND TIME: 4:00 PM; Monday, May 7th
	ORIGINAL PROJECT GOAL: Original Goal: Redesign the new employee training protocol to include 3 days of centralized training before sending new hires to their home stores. New hires should be able to interface with customers and operate the cash register with minimal oversight on their first day in-store.Project was overall a success! Store managers said onboarding a new hire is much simpler with the new training protocol in place.
	TIMELINE: Initial rollout was scheduled for March, however full implementation was not completed until April.We had to hire another trainer for the central location to manage onboarding groups larger than 5 new hires. This schedule did not impact our relationship with store managers.
	BUDGET: We budgeted an annual cost of $150,000 for this project ($60k trainer salary and $75k in training hourly rates, plus incidentals). We had to hire an additional trainer ($60k annual) but are confident that the long-term savings in training time will pay for this additional cost.


